Sacred Sounds Pendants Treatment

1. Set **Intent** with the BioTranslator or Song of the Spheres

2. Hold the **Super Cells** in your hands for 2 minutes
   a. Super Water Cell in left hand
   b. Super Star Cell in right hand

3. Hold the **Inception** Pendant in your right hand (remove Super Star Cell)
   a. Super Water Cell in left hand
   b. Apply the Flame of Genesis around the body using circling motions
   c. If the individual has received the Sacred Sounds associated with this Inception Pendant:
      i. Introduce silently the Realm Lord sound three times
      ii. Then introduce silently the Sounds for your Inception Seed for the remainder of the time of this step
          1. This may be just a few minutes, but may be longer if desired

4. Hold the **Reflection** Pendant in your left hand (remove Super Water Cell)
   a. Super Star Cell in right hand
   b. Apply the Wand of Genesis around the body using circling motions
   c. If the individual has received the Sacred Sounds associated with this Reflection Pendant:
      i. Introduce silently the Realm Lord sound three times
      ii. Then introduce silently the Sounds for your Reflection Seed for the remainder of the time of this step
          1. This may be just a few minutes, but may be longer if desired

5. Hold the **Education** Pendant in your right hand (remove Super Star Cell)
   a. Super Water Cell in left hand
b. Apply the Flame of Genesis around the body using circling motions
c. If the individual has received the Sacred Sounds associated with this Inception Pendant:
   i. Introduce silently the Realm Lord sound three times
   ii. Then introduce silently the Sounds for your Inception Seed for the remainder of the time of this step
      1. This may be just a few minutes, but may be longer if desired

6. Hold the Success Pendant in your left hand (remove Super Water Cell)
   a. Super Star Cell in right hand
   b. Apply the Wand of Genesis around the body using circling motions
   c. If the individual has received the Sacred Sounds associated with this Reflection Pendant:
      i. Introduce silently the Realm Lord sound three times
      ii. Then introduce silently the Sounds for your Reflection Seed for the remainder of the time of this step
         1. This may be just a few minutes, but may be longer if desired

7. Hold the Love Pendant in your right hand (remove Super Star Cell)
   a. Super Water Cell in left hand
   b. Apply the Flame of Genesis around the body using circling motions
   c. If the individual has received the Sacred Sounds associated with this Inception Pendant:
      i. Introduce silently the Realm Lord sound three times
      ii. Then introduce silently the Sounds for your Inception Seed for the remainder of the time of this step
         1. This may be just a few minutes, but may be longer if desired

8. Hold the Abundance Pendant in your left hand (remove Super Water Cell)
   a. Super Star Cell in right hand
   b. Apply the Wand of Genesis around the body using circling motions
   c. If the individual has received the Sacred Sounds associated with this Reflection Pendant:
      i. Introduce silently the Realm Lord sound three times
ii. Then introduce silently the Sounds for your Reflection Seed for the remainder of the time of this step
   1. This may be just a few minutes, but may be longer if desired

9. Hold the **Health** Pendant in your right hand (remove Super Star Cell)
   a. Super Water Cell in left hand
   b. Apply the Flame of Genesis around the body using circling motions
   c. If the individual has received the Sacred Sounds associated with this Inception Pendant:
      i. Introduce silently the Realm Lord sound three times
      ii. Then introduce silently the Sounds for your Inception Seed for the remainder of the time of this step
         1. This may be just a few minutes, but may be longer if desired

10. Hold the **Curse** Pendant in your left hand (remove Super Water Cell)
    a. Super Star Cell in right hand
    b. Apply the Wand of Genesis around the body using circling motions
    c. If the individual has received the Sacred Sounds associated with this Reflection Pendant:
       i. Introduce silently the Realm Lord sound three times
       ii. Then introduce silently the Sounds for your Reflection Seed for the remainder of the time of this step
          1. This may be just a few minutes, but may be longer if desired

11. Hold the **Super Cells** in your hands for 2 minutes
    a. Super Water Cell in left hand
    b. Super Star Cell in right hand